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Double Poling in Cross-Country Skiing

Andreas Laute, ILMENAU, Germany

Abstract
Double poling in cross-country skiing is one of the fundamental classic tech-
niques, alongside to the diagonal stride technique. Aside from free-style or
skating technique, double poling is probably the one XC skiing approach that
has changed most over the past fifteen years or so. This is due to profes-
sional athletes having added more strength to their upper body and upper
leg muscles on top to their already well-developed endurance capabilities.
One of the reasons for this “power shift” are sprint competitions in world cup
and Olympic races. Another driving force of enhanced double poling is the
fact that elite athletes in Ski Classics have adopted this technique for their
races quite heavily. Meanwhile cross-country and roller ski Worldloppet races
are dominated by “double polers”.

Introduction
A variety of excellent articles has
been published about double pol-
ing. In most cases, these papers
are focused on double poling from
a biomechanical, technique, coach-
ing and performance point of view.
They are dedicated to junior and elite
cross-country skiers, see [1] to [6]
for example. While this paper will
draw on previous research, it is not
a strictly scientific paper but dedi-
cated to provide hobbyists and am-

bitioned cross-country skiers a guide-
line for how, if and when to use dou-
ble poling. Before digging into the
details, let’s have a quick look at
the two double poling techniques in
cross-country (XC) skiing:

1) Double poling without kick. It
is usually used in flat terrain and at
the transition from flat to downhill
passages. It has been evolved sig-
nificantly over the past two decades.
The focus of this paper is on this DP
version. Fig. 1 shows a sketch.

Figure 1: Double pol-
ing (DP) – ref. [1].

2) Double poling with kick. This
technique comes into play when flat
terrain moves into slight uphill pas-
sages before the technique changes

to diagonal stride, or it is used if snow
conditions are slow on the flat. Fig.
2 shows the principle of the DP kick
technique.
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Figure 2: Double pol-
ing with kick (DP kick)
– ref. [1].

Like in all sports, XC skiing has
evolved significantly since the last
century. Noteworthy to mention is
the appearance of the free-style or
skating technique which goes back
to the 1970s when the Siitonen step
was “invented”. According to history
Pauli Siitonen was the first to add a
one-sided skating step to the dou-
ble poling. However, others like Ger-
hard Grimmer used this technique as
well, e.g. at the 1971 Holmenkollen
race when the skis lost grip at chang-
ing weather conditions. Nonethe-
less, we could say from the early
1980s on the true skating technique
evolved over time. But what hap-
pened to the classic technique? Cer-
tainly a couple of things appeared.
In diagonal stride, the uphill running
approach in classic XC skiing, Nor-
wegian stars Petter Northug and Jo-
hannes Høsflot Klæbo set new stan-
dards. They have mastered the use
of short running-like strides instead
of the classic long-gliding strides in
steep uphills. Hence, kids now learn
the “Klæbo run” in XC skiing exer-
cises. The course profiles of classic-
technique world cup races are usu-
ally designed with lots of pretty steep
climbs. See the FIS homologation
manual [7] for details on climb gra-
dients and other course specifica-
tions. Therefore, elite athletes are
forced to use a variety of techniques,
like diagonal stride, herringbone (in
very steep uphills) and double poling
with and without kick, in these races.
Nevertheless, if the course design is
at the low end of the FIS specifica-
tions for climb gradients, you can
sometimes see athletes using dou-
ble poling exclusively even during a
classic-technique world cup race. In
other competitions, for example in
Ski Classics and classic Worldloppet
races, the situation is very different.
The course profiles are usually not
as steep as in world cup races. As a
result, elite athletes use double pol-

ing exclusively. In most cases classic
skis are used, but sometimes skating
skis (with shorter length) can be seen
too. The entire ski base is prepared
with glide wax only. There is obvi-
ously no need for grip wax if double
poling is the one and only technique.
When exclusive double poling racing
became popular, XC skiers started to
use longer poles with lengths compa-
rable to skating poles. This appears
useful since a powerful DP stride calls
for a high upper body position and a
high arm position at pole plant, i.e.
when the hands are at the highest
point (see Fig. 1., first and fifth posi-
tion). Some years ago, FIS issued a
regulation to limit the maximum pole
length [8]. For classical technique,
pole length must not exceed 83% of
the competitor’s body height (while it
is limited to 100% of body height for
skating).

Training of Double Poling
As with many sports, dryland training
is a good means to improve perfor-
mance and technique.

Figure 3: Double pol-
ing training with roller
sled – copyright Re-
nate Tröße.

A classic exercise for strengthen
the upper body muscles required for
DP is the roller sled. This approach as
well as the elastic pulling rope have
been used by many generations of ju-
nior XC skiers during their education.
Yet the pulling rope is not really an
efficient tool – and kind of outdated
these days.
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Roller Sled
The roller sled is essentially a car-
riage placed on a gym bench that fits
into the gym’s wall bars. By plac-
ing the bench higher or lower on the
wall bars, the pulling resistance of
the roller sled can be adjusted. Two
firm ropes with hand loops, also con-
nected to the wall bars, mimic the
poles. Fig. 3 shows the author ex-
ercising on a such a roller sled.

The body posture on the sled is
essential for a good efficiency of this
drill. Sitting on the sled in body up-
ward position, as depicted in Fig. 3,
comes very close to the body posi-
tion of real DP. Both breast and shoul-
der muscles are trained simultane-
ously. In the old days, this drill was
mostly executed by laying down with

the belly on the sled. In this position
the arm swing starts at a higher point
(refer to Fig. 1., first position) which
comes close to modern DP. But only
the shoulder muscles get trained and
the body posture is rather unrealistic.

Strength Training
Obviously not all XC hobbyists have
access to a roller sled. No worries,
a good gym is usually equipped with
various pulling machines that do the
job. A high-pull machine is perfect for
the exercising of DP. It trains the big
muscles of the back (trapezius and
latissimus) and of the shoulders (del-
toid) together with the six-pack (ab-
dominus) and the lateral core (ante-
rior) muscles. Fig. 4 (A) shows the
muscles affected.

Figure 4: Double pol-
ing training with high-
pull machine.

The high-pull cycle starts at the
pole plant position, Fig. 4 (B); goes
through the poling phase, Fig. 4 (C),
and ends in the pole-off phase, Fig.
4 (D). Then the arm swing goes back
up to the plant position - and a new
cycle starts. An interesting article
about the contribution of upper-body

strength, body composition and max-
imal oxygen update for predicting
double poling power can be found
in [9].

Ski Ergometer
Now turn to ski ergometers. I do
not mean the special treadmills for
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XC skiing, that are used in sports
labs for athletes’ performance checks
with roller skis. Well, there are XC
treadmills for home use. They re-
quire a large garage and certainly
quite some pocket money. The lower-
budget versions of ski ergometers are
in most cases dedicated pulling ma-
chines. Some have sliding foot bars
(mimicking the skis) and arm pulls

(mimicking the poles), like the Nordic
Skicrosser. Some have small tread-
mill belts on the left- and right-hand
side for use with actual ski poles, like
the XC PRO. And some others are spe-
cial high-pull machines like the Ercol-
ina and the SkiErg. Pricing of these
“budget” ergometers ranges roughly
between €1,000 and €5,000. Fig. 5
depicts the Concept2 SkiErg.

Figure 5: Double pol-
ing training with the
SkiErg – courtesy of
Concept2

Roller Skiing
Between the winter seasons, roller
skiing is the number-one training
method for XC skiing. It sets the
foundation for a good technique on
skis. Additionally, roller skiing is also
a good means for exercising DP. It
is a classical technique, hence the
usage of classic roller skis. These
rollers have at least one wheel with a
ratchet to prevent rolling backwards.
Or in other words: to mimic the grip
of the ski. If you use classic roller skis
for training of DP on a steep uphill,
the ratchet makes life a bit easier be-
cause you cannot roll back downhills.
But it’s less realistic. So, if you really
want to have a challenging uphill DP
training session, simply use skating
roller skis. They don’t have a ratchet.

Quite some papers deal with DP ex-
ercises on roller skis, in most cases
with sessions done on a treadmill.
This makes a biomechanical analysis
easier because conditions in this situ-
ation are more consistent and repeat-
able versus actual skiing on snow.
Some very good papers are [2] to [4].

Other Lab Practices
An interesting approach, not for train-
ing sessions, but for analyzing the DP
technique in the lab is described in
[5]. In this article, actual skis and
poles have been used. The pressure
distribution under the skis was mea-
sured by means of a pressure mat.
Forces acting on the poles were an-
alyzed by pressure sensors in the
poles. The tests were performed in
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traditional DP technique and in sprint
DP technique. The latter is typically
characterized by higher upper body
and higher arm positions at pole plant
and by a lifting of the heel (heel
raise). The DP sprint technique has
been shown to generate much higher
forces with slightly larger contact ar-
eas on the ground at a reduced con-
tact time. By comparing the distribu-
tions of the pole forces in traditional
and in sprint DP technique, it was
found that the drive-forward energy
in sprint technique is larger.

Double Poling on Snow
A large quantity of videos for exercis-
ing DP skiing on snow can be found
on the Internet. Certainly, one to rec-
ommend is the DSV Skilanglauf In-
side series. In this video Axel Teich-
mann explains the details of DP ski-
ing and shows some useful gym ex-
ercises [10]. One of the distinguish-
ing elements of the modern DP tech-
nique compared to the older fashion
approach is the heel raise (Fig. 6).

Improved forward drive and speed
can be achieved with a high arm po-
sition during pole plant. By doing so
the poles can be planted almost rect-

angular to the track surface. This
calls for a high upper body and high
hip position. Both can be achieved
better by lifting the heels during pole
plant. An exhausted analysis of the
heel raise at different velocities and
different terrain gradients (flat and
uphill) can be found in [4]. An-
other one, comparing DP techniques
of female and male athletes, is given
in [6]. That study analyzed biome-
chanical data derived from an XC
skiing competition (Norwegian cham-
pionship in 2016). About 82% of
the skiers used heel raise during the
race. Faster skiers used a stronger
heel raise (i.e. with heels up higher
and for a longer time) combined with
more vertically planted poles.

Figure 6: Sketch
of double poling with
heel raise.

Conclusions
To sum it up, what does all this mean for ambitioned amateur XC skiers? If
you seriously consider participating a classical XC competition with double
poling only, here’s a kind of check list:

• Perform specific strength training for your upper body and core.

• Add some DP only sessions to your roller skiing training in summer.

• Have at least one pair of skis that you use for DP only.

– Some ski manufactures offer dedicated double-poling skis.

– Some even for distance (at classic ski length) and for sprint (skating
ski).

– Recommendation: You can use a classic ski with higher camber (e.g.
if you normally use medium for classic, take stiff for DP).

– Wax your pair of DP skis with glide wax over the entire length
(there’s no grip wax zone anymore).

• Add some distance DP only sessions to your skiing training in winter.

– Try high pole plant and heel raise first on flat terrain.

– The height of heel raise is not so important.

– But focus on a good timing between the arm swing and the heel
raise.

– If you don’t feel comfortable with heel raise, don’t worry, it’s not a
must.
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– Train DP on uphills. You should master the same gradients in train-
ing as they will appear in competition (so check out the course pro-
file).

– Recommendation: If an uphill gets too steep for DP, your fallback
solution is herringbone technique. But as you won’t have grip wax,
you will be slow (make sure you don’t start skating, this means
disqualification).

• Consider the weather conditions.

– At cold temperatures (say well below -5°C) and fine-grained snow,
grip wax is hard. Only thin layers of it are put on the ski. So, it has
little effect on the overall glide behavior. Meaning a classic grip wax
ski will be almost as fast as a DP ski in flat and downhill terrain.

– At warm snow or icy klister conditions a DP ski will outpace a classic
grip wax ski in flat and in downhill terrain.
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